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DeRosa: Campus to brace for changes
DERK PIPPIN

Pacifican staff writer
UOP President Donald DeRosa of
fered a bittersweet mixture of news
in his second annual opening re
marks, citing budgetary problems as
the catalyst for long overdue changes
at the state's oldest chartered Univer
sity.
The good news for students is that
UOP's annual tuition hike should be
reduced, DeRosa said last Wednesday.
The University's accreditation woes
also have apparently been left be
hind, he said.
The bad news: a drop in enroll
ment and the subsequent budget
crunch has prompted the University
to reexamine its resources. UOP fac
ulty might be forced to go without
raises, he said. A universal curricu
lum review also will be conducted
over the next 18 months that could
lead to programs being eliminated.
Despite the uncertainty DeRosa
encouraged the audience of 400 fac
ulty and staff to remain optimistic.
"The concept of change may be
intimidating and particularly unset
tling for some, but change we must.
If we are clear about our purposes and
utilize a process which encourages
participation, I am certain we will
have solid, defensible results."
Faculty response to DeRosa's mes
sage was positive, despite the nega
tive implications of an unbalanced
budget and potential program elimi
nation. Dr. Peg Langer, Chair tot the
Academic Council, said DeRosa "did
not try to sugar coat things" and that

"he obviously took what are chal
lenges and turned them into oppor
tunities."
Mathematics professor Roland di
Franco, agreed with President DeRosa
that, "it is the faculties responsibil
ity to asses the quality of its pro
grams" and added, "our education (at
UOP) must stand the test of the out
side world—we must strengthen edu
cation for the benefit of the stu
dents."

tive is not change simply for the sake
of change but change which strength
ens and enriches the University."
DeRosa said future tuition in
creases at UOP should be held to re
flect the rate of inflation (see accom
panying story).
Perhaps the best news given to
the audience at Faye Spanos Concert
Hall was that a DeRosa report to ac
creditation officials during the sum
mer met with success. The Univer
sity of the Pacific has been returned
to a normal schedule of review,
thereby canceling an emergency visit
to campus in the Spring of 1997. The
next accreditation team-which evalu

ates the worth of UOP programs- will
visit campus in the Spring of 1999.
The curriculum review, aimed at
increasing the University's financial
•stability, will include a team of four
outside professionals. Upon comple
tion, DeRosa said, selected programs
will be scaled back in order to pro
tect UOP's strongest programs.
"Outside consultation will be part
of our review, but ultimately, the de
cision as to which programs should
be strengthened, which programs
should be modified, eliminated or
established, will be ours to make," he
said.
See DeRosa, Page 4

Tuition change applauded
OTI LI A DEJUE
Pacifican staff writer

President Donald DeRosa
As DeRosa begins his second full
year at UOP, new challenges are
emerging which will test the
University's resilience during this cru
cial transitional period.
"When we talk about change, it
must be understood that the objec-

INSIDE
Available: one used
football stadium. Any
ideas on use?
See story, page 18

In the past, UOP, like many other universities, has raised its annual tuition
by more than double the inflation rate.
However, as part of its building-for-the-future program, President Donald
DeRosa said last week that the yearly tuition increases will be held to no more
than the rate of inflation.
The announcement was applauded by my students.
"The cost of everything is going up and education is something that we all
need. We appreciate his efforts to try and bring down costs for students," said
sophomore Melissa Durkin.
Other responses to DeRosa's announcement varied from enthusiastic, "Oh
awesome!" to a confused, "Is that good?" and "Isn't that mathematically bet
ter?"
"That's the way it should be. It makes better sense to have it at the rate of
inflation," said sophomore Luke Grover.
"It won't make a big difference in the long run," said freshman Melanie
Taylor-Vogt, "but it's fair policy because if everything else is going up at a
certain rate, why should college tuition go up more?"
"Sounds reasonable, as long as inflation doesn't skyrocket," said senior
Mark Levi. "There isn't much inflation right now, but it depends. But, if there
is no significant inflation and there is need for funds, where are we going to
get them?"
To offset the tuition loss, the program is projecting better financial plan
ning and, at the same time, a push for alumni financial support and a bigger
endowment to fund to help with the yearly budgets and improvements to
programs and facilities.
"He's on the right road, Paul Friedlander, assistant dean of the Conserva
tory of Music, told the Record of Stockton. "We finally have a total university
community that sees that there needs to be a bottom line in terms of money
in and money out."
President DeRosa said, "That in the future, the competitive universities
will be those who find ways to keep tuition and fees at a minimum. We are
much to dependent on tuition to fund university operations."
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Exercise
program
along levee
THE PACIFICAN
They meet at the Health Center
every evening, stretch, and then take
off on a 40 minute jog along the
levee. The UOP cross-country team?
Nope. Students, faculty and staff.
The Cowell Health Center is
sponsoring a new health program
which encourages daily activity of
walk, jog, bicycle or skate along the
Calaveras River levee near the cam
pus. Health Educator Ticka SimonRossetto hopes that people will use
this opportunity to relieve stress, ex
ercise their bodies and feel better
about themselves.
According to Simon-Rossetto,
there has been a terrific turnout.
"People are saying how good it
feels to release work stress and ten
sion at the end of the day."
The program began September 16
and will continue until December 16,
Monday through Friday. Participants
meet at the Health Center at 5:15
p.m., rain or shine. Herbie the cart
provides transportation from various
campus locations to the health cen
ter.
So grab your prof and go for a
run!

Campus Crime Report

Classifieds
Office Assistants

Faculty Adviser
Dr. James Simon
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A crash course for freshman survival

StiiHents learn to live their lives away from home
««

COLLEGE

PRESS SERVICE

For 18-year-old freshman Sharon
vtonaghan,
the adjustment to cam•V1UIilife
P at. the University
iTnlfrarcir\
TrtTAra hoc
off Iowa
has
Seen close to trouble-free.

'

£XCept, "I forgot my robe," she
like that." Also, she'd
like a laundry bag.
The toughest part for her, she
says, is getting used to the academic
demands of college.
"It's a lot more work than high
school," said Monaghan, who plans
to major in biochemistry. "I feel like
a dork. I come home, do work and
thenIgo to bed by nine. I'm just kind
of waiting for the homework to pile
on."
So far, she gets along well with
her new roommate, and they've
lofted their beds to squeeze a couch
into their tiny dorm room. And she's
not too homesick.
"You think about going home,
but all your stuff is here," she ex
plains.
Being away from home. Coping
with studies. Dealing with room
mates.
Those are just some of the con
cerns that nearly every incoming
freshman has during the first few
weeks On campus.
A number of publications—many
written by recent grads— offer help
ful tips on surviving campus life.
1hey list tips on how to manage with
the "roommate from hell," how not
to gain the "Freshman 15," and how
to keep in touch withMom and Dad.
For instance, Joe Turton, a 1994
graduate of Denison University in
Granville, Ohio, recently finished
writing "My Freshman Manual: The
Official College Handbook."
At Denison, Turton was a psy
said "I'd really

chology major and an athlete, and he
Entenmann's chocolate chip
describes himself as "someone who
cookies for dinner is a bad thing.
recently has been in the trenches and
Don't keep tons of junk food in the
is willing to share these lessons with
dorm room.
others."
• If you have the "roommate
"If I had known all the things I
from hell," give it some time. You'll
included in the book beforehand,"
most likely have separate classes and
Turton said, "I would have avoided
activities to give
many problems
you some space.
myself."
Soon, you'll meet
Here's his ad
other people, and
Cet
to
know
the
vice for college
you can hang out
freshman:
professors in your major
in their rooms.
• Get a phone
Also
confront
department. Letters of
card for calling
problems as they
recommendation are
home. It will save
arise. They note
you a lot of
that sometimes,
very useful when you are
money, and you
the situation is re
looking
for
a
job.
won't have an ex
ally bad. In the
cuse for not callworst cases, your
ing the parents.
roommate might
• When you fill out your mainte
be the resident drug dealer or sports
nance room report at the beginning
bookie. That's the time to turn to
of the year, mark every single detail,
your college's resident support staff.
as well as a few extra. School fines can
• To deal with stress, try writing
be outrageous for very small damages
down everything that you need to do,
to your room.
then prioritize the list. And know
• Buy an alarm clock that has a
battery back-up. The power always
seems to go out in the middle of the
night.
• Get to know the professors in
your major department. Letters of
recommendation are very useful
when you are looking for a job.
Following those "rules of thumb"
will help alleviate the stress of fresh
man year, Turton said.
Several other authors offer simi
lar tips. They include:
• To avoid the Freshman 15, don't
linger over your meals with your
friends; you'll just eat more than you
really wanted. If you want to hang
out for a while, defeat the munchies
Oak
by making yourself a cup of tea, and
keeping both hands on your mug.
Park
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your limits. If your list becomes 30
items long, maybe you should try
cutting back on your extracurricular
activities, or maybe there's a class you
can drop and take another semester.
• Keep an open mind when it
come to your hometown honey.
"We're smart enough not to tell
you what to do about your relationship," the authors write! "One
thought though: Follow your in
stincts, and keep an open mind."
In other words, if you feel like the
romantic relationship that you're in
is something you're ready to work
hard to maintain, then go for it. But
if you change your mind a few
months down the road, then don't
cling to your decision like a lifeline.
On a lighter note, the authors
also fill the book with ways to host
and crash parties.
"Don't let anyone tell you that
having fun isn't one of the central
purposes of going to college," au
thors say.

West Lane
Expire*: December 22,1BW.

3900 WEST LANE
466-3317

i:
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DeRosa spells out
changes for university

DeRosa on...
...on change:
"Many of the tasks ahead
cannot be addressed or accom
plished in a single year...I want
to be clear that change which pro
motes the University, strengthens
academic programs, and en
hances the accessibility of stu
dents to the University's environ
ment is progress."

continued from page 1

The primary cause for concern
now, aside from reducing UOP's defi
cit, is its falling student population.
"The cause of our poor perfor
mance is clearly related to a decline
in spring enrollment which seems at
least, in part, a function of our deci
sion to suspend football," he said.
"Also the additional financial aid we
invested to recruit more highly quali
fied students presented a cost in bud
get that we did not fully anticipate."
A reduction in registration this
Fall meant that last year's budget
would land short of expectations. As
a consequence, the faculty salary
pool will not receive the boost that
had been predicted.
"There are steps that we will
take immediately to correct the bud
get for 1996-97," he said. "Each
major division has been asked to

make reductions in their 1996-97
budget. Also some across the board
reductions are being considered such
as a reduction in the salary increase
pool still yet to be determined. This
will be the hardest because improved
salaries for faculty continues to be a
priority concern, but it may be nec
essary."
President DeRosa also suggested
in his welcoming speech that UOP
should concentrate on its under
graduate and professional areas in
the future.
"Graduate programs that lead to
careers are, and should be part of our
mission, provided they are cost-ef
fective, of prime quality and do not
draw attention and resources from
our undergraduate and professional
program missions."

...on UOP:

"Much of my time this
past year has been spent meeting
with various constituencies of the
University. I felt, and others
agreed, that we were losing our
sense of community, particularly
on campus."

...on enrollment and
tuition:
"The fundamental ap
proach of our enrollment and fi
nancial planning will include a
thoughtful and careful assess
ment of financial aid. Further, we
should aggressively seek to hold
our tuition increases to no more
than the cost of living."

AD search committee
begins work
THE PACIFICAN

The hunt has begun. A search
committee is working to find a new
Athletic Director for UOP.
Regents Gary Podesto of Stockton
and Donald Smith of Turlock, student
softball player Beth Corriea, field
hockey head coach and Intramurals
Director Carla Konet, pharmacy pro
fessor Mary Ferrill and psychology
professor Ken Beauchamp are working together to find a replacement for
the position.
Beauchamp, chair of the Athletic
Advisory Board, will spearhead the
search committee.
One of the things I am hoping
for is that we'll strengthen the pro
grams that we do have," said DeRosa
in a recent interview with the
Pacifican.
"I am looking for the next ath
letic director to devise a plan for
where we need to go in athletics."
The search continues after Bob

The Pacifican

...on education:

Lee mysteriously exited from a five
year part on the athletic stage. In
terim athletic director Cindy Spiro
told the Pacifican that Lee's role nur
tured the growth of many programs
and facilities which have benefitted
athletics and the campus as a whole.
According to a university job de
scription notice, the responsibilities of
the A.D. include all aspects of the in
tercollegiate program including the
selection and evaluation of all coach
ing and administrative personnel,
development of long-range planning
for the improvement of the program,
and financial management and plan
ning oversight of all athletic facilities.
The committee invites applica
tions and nominations for individu
als who may adequately fulfill the
position.
Assistant director, Cindy Spiro is
temporarily serving as A.D. since
former director Bob Lee's abrupt de
parture earlier this month.

"(O)ur primary mission is
and must be high-value under
graduate education and profes
sional programs of exceptional

Look Your Best
ifyies to compliment
your personality
Fashion Eyewear

Fendi • Armani • Polo
Sport Sunglasses
R x OakJey • Rayban • Revo
Fast Service On Glasses
and Contact Lenses
* Student Discounts *
Meyers Optical 476-0913
1503 St. Mark's Plaza C2

Visit

quality. Graduate programs that
lead to careers are and should be
a part of our mission, provided
they are cost effective, of high
quality, and do not draw atten
tion and resources from our un
dergraduate and professional pro
gram mission.

...on the budget:

"Each major division has
been asked to make reductions in
their 1996-97 budget. Also some
across-the-board are being consid
ered such as a reduction in the sal
ary increase pool..."
"We set ambitions goals
for enrollment and retention but
we budgeted on modest expecta
tions. Still, we know the 1996-97
budget projected larger enroll
ment than the enrollment that
will materialize."

The New Mission State
ment:
The University of the Pacific'
mission is to provide a superior, stu
dent-centered learning environmen
integrating liberal arts and profes
sional education and preparing indi
viduals for lasting achievement anc
responsible leadership in their career:
and communities.

OAKWOOD APARTMENT
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receive a Free Credit check.
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E-Mail changes confront UOP students this fall
THE PACIFICAN

and World Wide Web access in one
package.

Upon returning to campus this
toll many students have been sur
ged to find that one the many
rhanges that took place over the
summer is the E-mail system. Here
are the answers to some of the most
frequently asked questions about
Group Wise.

Q. What are the benefits of
switching over to GroupWise?
A. Our entire campus commu
nity, including the Dental School in
San Francisco, will be on an identi
cal E-mail system.
Q. How can I get access to
GroupWise?
A. All students that are registered
with the automated computer ac

Q. What is GroupWise?
A. GroupWise is one of the most
popular Groupware packages that of
fers E-mail,

calendaring, scheduling,

count generation will be assigned a
GroupWise User ID and initial pass
word. You will no longer need to
visit the Office of Computing Ser
vices and fill out an application for
an E-mail account. It will automati
cally be done.
This account will be active until
graduation or separation from UOP,
including breaks between semesters
and during the summer. GroupWise
will be available in the Main Com
puter Lab and Hand Hall PC Lab.
Q. How can I access E-mail from

my own computer?
A. You will need to first install
new software on your computer.
This software and instructions are
available at the Office of
comp[computing Services. Bring
eight blank, high density disks to the
Help Desk and you'll be on your way.
Q. Where is the Office of Com
puting Services?
A. It is located next to the Main
Lab on campus (near the Copy Cen
ter). The office hours are 8 p.m. to 5
p.m.

Hanyak receives teaching award
HE PACIFICAN
Recognizing our outstanding
rofessors...

UOP professor of communicative
isorders, Robert Hanyak, was pre;nted the Faye and Alex Spanos Disnguished Teaching Award during
iollege of the Pacific's Fall Convoation on September 19.

Students and fellow faculty
members nominated Hanyak for the
award. The presentation was given
by UOP President Donald DeRosa
and Provost Philip Gilbertson. Ac
cording to DeRosa, the award reflects
Hanyak's ability to "translate ideas
into actions, academic reflection into
professional behavior."
A professor at UOP since 1985,

Hanyak is currently chair of the com
municative disorders department
and teaching courses in speech and
language pathology. He has a
bachelor's degree in communication
disorders from UOP and a master's
degree in audiology from the Uni
versity of Utah in Salt Lake City. He
is earning a doctorate in education
at UOP.

Hanyak will deliver the keynote
address at the COP convocation.
The Spanos Award has been hon
ored for 23 years. It was presented
to the couple by their children for
their 25th wedding anniversary.
Alex Spanos, a 1948 alumnus of Pa
cific, is a local developer and owner
of the San Diego Chargers football
team.

You want to be

Macintosh. More flexible than ever.
We don't know how you'll fill in the blank.That's why we make Macintoshcomputers so flexible,To help you be the first to do whatever you want to do.
And with word processing, easy Internet access, powerful multimedia and
cross-platform compatibility, a Mac' makes it even easier to do it. How do you
get started? Visit your campus computer store today and pick up a Mao.
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POP QUIZ

You could get a behind-the-scenes look at the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum by:
(A) bribing your roommate's mother's secretary's
gardener's cousin who works there.
(B) dyeing your hair and covering yourself with tattoos.
(C) dialing 1 800 CALL ATT for collect calls.

You could get your hands on $10,000 by;
(A) moving to Texas and. sucking up to an oil tycoon.
(B) buying a lottery ticket and praying really hard.
(C) dialing 1 800 CALL ATT for collect calls.

Hey, this is one quiz you might actually ace. Complete a collect call with
1 800 CALL ATT, and you could instantly be one of ten winners of a
week-long, behind-the-scenes look at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum.
Plus $10,000. Or one of thousands of other great prizes. And prizes are
awarded every hour. So pull an all-nighter—on the phone with your mom.
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Career Faire arrives today at UOP
BURTON JAY NADLER

Director UOP Career Services

I'm afraid this column will, as
vou might suspect, be a very obvi
ous pitch for our annual Career
Faire, held today, Thursday, Septem
ber 26th. I will try to be as informa
tive as I can while motivating you
to attend, but priorities are priorities
and my staff would be very angry if
all of the hard work that they put
into this event wasn't rewarded with
a huge turn out. So be there!
For the early risers who are won
dering about what's happening on
the Atchley Way Lawn, I have two
words—Career Faire. Those sipping
coffee, cafe late, mocha or Diet Coke
at McCaffrey and reading If you have
any questions about how to get the
most from the faire, just ask (or read
the piece appearing in the Faire Pro
gram).

For those not sure whether to at
tend, please do so. In addition to re
ceiving a wonderful gift (this year's
e d ition of
our ann ua 1
sport
bottle),
y o u
w i l l
have
the op
portu
nity to
meet
p e r 
sons
from
vari
ous ca
reer fields and organizations.
Through the Community Service
Faire you will also have the chance

to learn how you can volunteer with
a local agency, applying skills you
have developed in the classroom, on
the playing field or court, and in
your extracurricular environments
to worthy programs and services.
For those who wish to have an
ARAMark lunch (or must have an
ARAMark lunch), enjoy the all-cam
pus barbecue. Not so coincidentally
you will be close enough to see, hear,
and visit the faire. Visit for a few
minutes pick up a gift, and get to
know some recruiters. The career
faire is for everyone, not just seniors.
For those who read the paper at
the end of a long day, if you attended
the faire and wish to take appropri
ate next steps, I encourage you to
meet with one of the Career Services
staff to discuss your reactions to the
event and-create individualized strat
egies.
If you are a Senior and did not

register at the faire, please make an
appointment to discuss what actions
you should take to learn about the
services we are offering specifically
for you and the procedures we want
you to follow.
Please keep those questions com
ing in. Call 946-2361 or stop by the
second floor McConchie Hall. I
promise to reply to as many as pos
sible in future columns.
Until next week, remember we
spell C-A-R-E-E-R F-A-I-R-E with an
E. That's because it is for everyone,
not just job seeking seniors. Also,
thanks to Norma, Helen, Martha,
Ozzie, Krista, and everyone who
worked so hard planning and put
ting on this year's faire! A very, very
special thanks to Katie. You did
good!!!

Women at work: Balancing the competing demands

TAMARA JONES
King Features

According to a recent poll, 66
percent of women who were asked
if they would accept the presidency
of their companies would turn down
it down. Their reasons include: un
willingness to take time from their
families; unwillingness to be
supermoms who, along with their
careers, still do most of the domes
tic chores; and fear of the added
woldd 8° whh the positionS
While one can appreciate the

unwillingness to lose time with one's
family, why don't we expect the
same family-value recognition in the
men who take on more responsible
positions? Is it because we expect
their wives will fill in the domestic
gaps?
Also, when women talk about
family time, there is often the un
spoken but undoubted fear that their
menfolk will resent any extra time
away. We always hear women say
they intend to be there for tier mates
whenever they need them. Men
may want to be as comforting, but
they don't often see it's a priority;

especially if it competes with busi
ness obligation.
The idea that a woman would re
ject an important promotion be
cause she's the one who has to do
the cooking, cleaning, etc. at home
boggles the mind. On the practical
side, she would be earning enough
to hire domestic help if there's no
one in the family who could share
theses duties. If she rejects a pro
motion because she doesn't know
who will run the vacuum in her ab
sence, will she wonder what she
could have done if she'd said yes?
As for the stress factor, of course,

everyone's stress level is their own.
But it strikes me that stress has al
ways been part of the work force: (If
you've ever been a waitress in a New
York garment center restaurant dur
ing lunchtime, as I was when I went
to school, that's stressful! Or try to
teach a class of 40 kids when your
classroom is a converted coal cellar
- as one of my school teacher aunts
endured before she retired - that's
stressful!) I would hope that women
who are qualified to lead in business
would have enough confidence in
themselves to make the right deci
sion for the right reason.

OLQP/lnternship

UOP CO-OP internship program receives $500 from GM
JEFF BARKER,
MMI REPRESENTATIVE
tinr,

General Motors CorporaGpn'i°nc half of Chase ChevroletCnrwr ckton, has awarded the
nam? t ternshiP Office $500 in the
Dar^i ?lr}e.talented students who
era]
*n fast semester's Gen(GMiun
Marketing Internship
M.Ml) Program at UOP.
a 52,500 budget provideri
nine stun
Chevrolet-Geo, the
mentPH nt? developed and implecamnaio3 ^fff "faceted promotional
and crp?!1
increased awareness
Chasf ^rat,ed exposure for the
dealership and their
Tlle

Chevrolet-Geo product line.
After conducting market re
search, the interns determined that
the best way to capture the atten
tion of Chevrolet's desired target
market was to hold two different
promotional events. Executives from
General Motors and Chase
Chevrolet-Geo were sold on the idea
after the interns formally presented
their campaign.
The result was an all-day event
inside the Weberstown Mall and an
evening event on campus during
ASUOP's Boardwalk event on April
20. Both events were highly success
ful in satisfying the interns' market
ing objectives.
"It was an excellent opportunity
for us to earn units while utilizing

real-life marketing skills," said intern
Celexsy Stout, a senior Communi
cation major. "It was a great experi
ence and I highly recommend that
other UOP students get involved
with the GMMI program this year.
It is really fun."
Thanks to Jody Smith, Associate
Director of the Cooperative Educa
tion/Internship Program, the interns
were able to earn up to four units
for their efforts. Smith was also in
strumental in recruiting interns and
generating additional support from
the Business Department faculty.
She was elated to hear that General
Motors was contributing $500 to the
Co-op/Internship program.
GMMI has a slightly different
approach to internships. Typically,

individual students interested in at
taining an internship find a suitable
company in which to intern. GMMI
reverses that process because the cor
poration comes to campus and al
lows students to work together in an
entrepreneurial, team environment.
The interns are given an excellent
mix of autonomy and support from
their client and from Sgro Promo
Also aining the program to students
at UOP's Career, Co-op and Intern
ship Faire on Thursday, September
26 between 10:00 am and 2:00 pm.
If you are interested in learning
more about GMMI, please contact
Jody Smith, Associate Director of the
Co-op/Internship Office, at 9462273 or Jeff Barker, GMMI Represen
tative from Sgro Promo Associates,
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From the chief's desk

Guidelines for parking

Year of cultural integration
KEVEN KADDI

Pacifican guest writer

BOB CALAWAY
UOP police chief
Burn's Tower. A visitor temporary
parking permit is issued by the re
ceptionist in Burn's Tower.
7. The one dollar parking permit
received from the two meters on
campus is good for one day. The
dollar meters are located in Pacific
Circle near the Faye Spanos Conser
vatory. Another meter is located at
the entrance to the Long Theater
Parking Lot. You cannot change the
date or use this permit day after day.
8. What happens if I do not pay for
a parking ticket? Section 4760 of the
California Vehicle Code states that
you cannot register your car if you
have parking tickets that are not
paid. There is also an administra
tive penalty fee for not paying a park
ing ticket.
9. Section 12808.1 of the California
Vehicle Code states that the Depart
ment of Motor Vehicles (DMV) will
refuse to issue or renew a driver's
license if the applicant did not pay
their parking tickets. There is also
an administrative penalty fee in
cluded.
10. If you have over five parking
tickets that are not paid, Section
22651 (j) (1) of the California Ve
hicle Code will allow your vehicle
to be stored. All outstanding tickets

The following are guidelines to help
avoid a parking citation on campus:
1. Parking permit violations are en
forced when school is in session dur
ing the Fall and Spring Semesters.
We enforce parking permit violations
between 8:00 AM AND 5:00 PM.
We do not enforce parking permit
after 5:00 PM or on weekends.
2. We do enforce all other parking
violation's year round. These viola
tions include red zone spaces, handi
cap parking spaces, and service ve
hicle spaces.
3. We do enforce parking violation's
year round for parking in violation
of the green time zones. The green
time zones are 15 minute and 30
minute parking areas.
4. We do enforce violations of the
no overnight parking on Chapel Lane
and Stagg Way between 00:00 (mid
night) and 06:00 am.
5. We do enforce parking violations
if parked in the President's Office
white parking spaces on Atchley
Way. A temporary parking permit
must be issued by the President's
Office when parking in these four
spaces.
6. We do enforce parking violations
for the white curbed visitor parking
spaces in Pacific Circle in front of

The Office of International Services, Division of Student Life is set to start an
other full year of exciting intercultural programming with over 200 international
students on the UOP campus, OIS offers programming which supports and inte
grates the various cultures into our community.
This year's programming includes the Rainbow of Cultures program which pro
files international students, highlights cultural events, and explains cultural tradi
tions through weekly articles in the Pacifican. Also, the Rainbow of Cultures series
works with UOP's Cultural Coalition to organize monthly discussions on various
intercultural topics.
The Women of the World series features monthly discussions which foster an
awareness of the various roles and issues of interest to the women of our world.
The International Friendship Family Program matches up foreign students with
families in Stockton in order to build supportive friendships within the commu
nity.
Our Conversation Partners Program facilitates foreign students in improving
their conversational skills while at the same time putting American students study
ing foreign languages at UOP in contact with native speakers of those languages.
Global Perspectives is a monthly series devoted to the interpretation of current
issues from the eyes of various cultures throughout the world.
Finally, our Global Awareness Program through the International Classroom
Project sends UOP's foreign students into elementary and high school classrooms
throughout the Stockton Community.
The main objective of the programs offered by OIS, is to encourage the inter
action between and among people of diverse backgrounds so that they might learn
from each other of the traditions, values, and spirit that each culture represents.

****** A

see parking page 9

PacificStateBank
YOUR BANK FOR YOUR FUTURE
UOP STUDENT ACCOUNTS
$3.00 PER MONTH*

WE INVITE YOU TO STOP BY ONE OF OUR OFFICES TO DISCUSS:
CREDIT CARDS CHECKING ACCOUNTS SAVINGS ACCOUNTS &
ALL OTHER PRODUCTS WE OFFER!!!
6 SO. EL DORADO
1889 W. MARCH LANE
2020 STANDIFORD AVE.

STOCKTON
STOCKTON
MODESTO

943-7400
943-3523
577-BANK

*Account must be properly maintained
Member FDIC
——^

NOW HIRING

4343 PACIFIC AVE 952-3030
HOURS: SUN-TH: 11:00-MIDNIGHT FRI & SAT: 11:00-1:00 AM
jIA UOP SPECIAL'

NATIONWIDE ATM ACCESS
WEB PAGE: www.pacificstatebank.com

FREE DELIVERY

t=r

E MAIL: pacstate@aol.com

B,usl Housins
Opportunity

A. UOP SPECIAL1

I

UOP
^$8.99 ,'^$9.99!#!
SPECIAL
1 Medium Pizza 1 1 Large Pizza I Bread#tick# 99©
1 Topping
i 1 Topping
I cheesy bread $1.99
+ 2 Cokes
I + 2 Cokes
I Buffalo Wing# $2.99
(2nd Pizza only $4.00 more) | (2nd Pizza only $5.00 more)| (with purchase of pizza)
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pishing out the dirt
KING FEATURES
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ALL MY CHILDREN: Believing she
was snuggling next to Jonathan, Marian
unknowingly was sharing a bed with Tad.
Erica and Janet decided to bury
jonathanln Erica's rose garden. Ruth gave
a stunned Kelsey a wedding gift. Skye
which Dimitri insisted be held in the rose
garden despite Erica and Janet's pleas to
do it elsewhere. Erica's high heel acciden
tally slipped on Kinder's grave. Wait to
see: Marian makes an uncomfortable "de
duction."
THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL:
Clarke returned the bribe moneyto JAck
and saw Kim at the Unicorn. A happy C.J.
overheard Clarke tell Macy he wants to
have a family with Sally and C.J. The
Spectra show, with Clarke's newly de
signed fashions, was abig hit, prompting
Jack to kidnap C.J. as revenge against
Clarke. Later, Jack called Clarke to say C.J.
would die. Brooke told Grant if Ridge pro
poses during the Forrsester show, she'll
accept. Wait to see: Jessica learns the
idetity of her rapist.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Carrie made
the sacrafice, telling Austin to marry Sami

so that they can reclaim Will from the
French authorities. Bo learned Billie's
dating the mysterious Franco, whom Bo
suspects as the attacker. Kristen vowed to
become pregnant (for real) as soon as
possible. As Vivian tunneled her way out
of the French prison, she was caught by
the new trustee, Ivan, who threatened to
turn her in. Jill identified Franco as pos
sibly being the attacker. With Daniel in
debt, Jack hoped to get him to talk about
Peter in exchange for money. Wait to see:
A new threat looms for Carrie.
GENERAL HOSPITAL: Bobbie was
furious with Luke for making Laura tell
Nikolas she can't see him again. Stefan
had Bobbie followed when he learned she
was going Florida to trace her daughter.
Carly decided to quit the nursing the pro
gram so she could stay away from Tony.
Ned and Lois said goodbye to each other
and Ned collapsed in despair. Later, he
rejected Tracy's apology for causing prob
lems in his life. A new lawyer arrived who
gave Lucy hope that Kevin could be
helped. Wait to see: Kevin's appearence
in court takes an unexpected turn.

Parking
continued from page 8
must be paid before the vehicle is
released. The cost for each ticket
does not include the tow bill nor the
storage fee.
11. What happens if my vehicle
needs repair? The car I am using
does not have a University Parking
Permit Sticker? You would go to the
Department of Public Safety and get
a one day or multiple day temporary
parking permit. What if someone

steals my parking permit that I did not
seal on the window or bumper? You
report the incident to Public Safety. We
will issue a new permit application.
The application form is taken to the Fi
nance Center for a replacement permit.
Any questions may be directed to Bob
Calaway at extension 3034.
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What's Up Doc?

Check up or no check in
SARAH GRIMES, M.D.
Cowell Health Center
While waiting for health ques
tions from students for this column,
I will continue to discuss services
offered at the Cowell Student
Health Center. All entering stu
dents to UOP are required to have
a physical exam on record at the
Health Center in order to be seen
for treatment. Some students are
unable to meet this requirement
prior to starting school.
In an effort to make services of
fered at the Health Center accessible
to more students, a health risk as
sessment is being offered for $20.
This health risk assessment will be
administered by one of many
trained Health Center staff nurses.
Students who are found to have
more complicated medical prob
lems will then be referred to the
physician for care under coverage
of the paid health fee.
Most students who are seen
through the Health Center have few
medical problems. The health risk
assessment more appropriately
Identifies health habits which may
result in long term health problems,
if not corrected early. Topics ques
tioned include tobacco, alcohol and

nmami
serving:

San Francisco San Jose
Sacramento
Oakland
AIRPORTS
Call For A Quote
Very Reasonable Rates
(209) 957-2827/(800) 347-RIDE

drug history, sexual history, dietara.
These past five years I have encour
aged students to stop smoking, re
ceive regular gynecological exams,
perform self-testicular exams, use
condoms regularly for sexual activ
ity, wear seatbelts, utilize the coun
seling center for a variety of men
tal health problems and avoid
abuses of the sun.
Students who have complicated
medical histories are still strongly
encouraged to submit copies of per
tinent medical records to ensure
continuity of care. Records of im
munizations remain extremely im
portant and all should be up-to-date
upon entering UOP.
We hope that offering the
health risk assessment will allow
more students to take advantage of
our services. More importantly, this
is an excellent opportunity to iden
tify potential health risks accompa
nied by health education in a oneon-one non-threatening, non-judg
mental atmosphere. This health risk
assessment is open to all students.
For all those students out there
who have quit smoking or chewing,
and for those who have taken seri
ous steps to quit, all of us at the
Cowell Health Center are behind
you 100 percent!

tjose Garden jfipcirtments
STUDENT SPECIAL: $100 OFF
SECURITY DEPOSIT WITH SIX
MONTH LEASE.
GATED COMMUNITY
1011 Rosemane Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 954-1010
•B RINO IN THIS AD AND UOP ID FOR STUDENT SPECIAL

li Intact
f Sxvress
& SPIRITS

1461 West March Lane, Stockton
209-952-2435
Open: Monday -Friday 6 am to 6 pm
Saturday & Sunday 7 am to 4 pm

Our New York bagels are boiled
like the old-fashioned tradition.
•Fresh bagels made from scratch 8 days a week on the premises
#Pastries & desserts
•Stuffed Blalys from heaven
*31 variations of bagels
*Full Express Bar
*16 variations of cream cheese
*25 Odwalla fresh juices
•Best lunch in town
*Mocha Glacier - Yum Yum

djue call it pride, (ajel (overs call it heaven!
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Horoscope

Star gazing
KING FEATURES
ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
A close relative brightens your week
with some welcome news. Before mak
ing any major purchases, be sure that you
and your mateare in sync about how
much to spend. Sometimes, you have a
tendency to jlust go ahead willy-nilly

without thinking.
TAL'RUS (April 20 to May 20)
You and a loved one have a mirror
falling out about a money matter early
in the week. However, don't allow it to
escalate or last longer than it should. The
weekend favors getting together with
friends.
GEMINI (May21 to June 20)
Couples enjoy some special time this
week. However, be sure that all tasks are
completed before going off for any ro
mantic outings. Events that occur in a
childs life are very favorable for the en
tire family.

CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
You need to take some time out early
in the week to meditate and get some
answers. Sometimes, others distract you
from your primary goals. The weekend is
best for completing a project.
LEO (July 23 to August 22)
Finances are looking up. Keep on this
track for additional success. Your person
ality comes to your aid while negotiat
ing a business deal. Research and cerebral
activities are favored for the weekend.
VIRGO (August 23 to September22)
You're personality-plus this week, but
it's best to follw up on your indepedent

The Pacifican
urges. Business deals are pulled off only
if you can utilize tact, not an easy task
for you. An intriguing weekend invitation
comes your way.
LIBRA (September 23 to October 22)
Anything you do as a gruop activity
is favored. The accent is favorly placed
on teamwork this week. If you've been
waiting for financial backing for a project,
this is the time to attain it.
SCORPIO (October 23 to Novem
ber 21)
What occurs behind the scenes ben
efits you greatly financially. However,
don't rush out laterin the week on that
tempting shopping expidition. This
weekend, keep certain personal plans pri
vate.
SAGITT ARIUS (November22 to De
cember)
Be sure to take advantage of that spe
cial opportunity that comes your way
early in the week. Something occurs at
work that surprises you. However, this
ultimatley develops into future gains or
a possible promotion.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to Janu
ary 19)
Self-confidence is the keyto help you
achieve what you want to work. Later in
the week, news you receive about a fam
ily matter cheers you up. This weekend,
communication skills come to the fore.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to February
18)

Try not to be put out when someone
shows up at your door unexpectedly
sometime this week. This person has an
interesting revelation. Be patient over the
weekend with a cantankerous loved one
who may not be feeling well.
PISCES (February 19 to March 20)
Your bookkeeping has been a bit
sloppy lately, unlike you, and needs to
be corrected. If out shopping, something
very unusual captures your imagination
This weekend singles find dates very re
warding

EUROPE $269
Be a little flexible and

save $$$
We'll help you beat the airline prices.

Destinations worldwide.
AIRHITCH® 1-800-834-9192
airhitch@netcom.com

Buy an IBM PC 340 or 350 reference software. Buy a ThinkPad and you'll get
desktop computer and an Windows 95 and Lotus Smartsuite. You can also take
computer store
IBM
Multimedia Kit. Ard advantage of special student, faculty and staff financing.
f"r details.
you'll get a CD software Just call 1-800-4 IBM-LOAN for information. Hurry, visit
package that includes W ndows 95, Lotus SmartSuite, your campus computer store
Netscape Navigator, World Book Multimedia today After all. no one looks "*•* ~
Encyclopeda and the Infopedia collection of essential Qood in a checkered apron.
~ "-gVE.
See campus

Eden Square Apartments
Stockton's Original Urban Village
Studio S325 • 1 Bdrm $400
Park setting. An Deco decor. Lots of quiet living space.
Downstairs Cafe. Martial Arts school. Underground parking.

Call 943-S?t>t>
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Top Ten List

emales: Join a fraternity, if you dare

'thai

This Many students look to the
isprj. -ring for serious Greek involveDe. ient through fraternity and so-rity rush. For the women of
fop, the fall also means getting
ivo'lved with fraternities and
jeir various activities by becomig "Little Sisters" or "Sweetlearts."
It appears that the main prejuisite for being able to join the
_.npus fraternities, as a female,
fould be to hang out at the re
active house a lot.
Archania has a Sweetheart
ish every year, in which sopholores and above have a chance
wear a heart shaped necklace
signify their importance to
irchania. Once joining, the
weethearts have the opportunity
d take part in house activities,
'hich include doing exotic
lances in front of prospective
rale pledges, some of whom are
toaxed into pulling a garter off
heir leg.

For Sigma Alpha Epsilon
they're called "Little Friends." The
Little Friends are the ladies that
hang out at the house quite a bit
and come over for cocktails and
themed parties. The "Little
Friends" have had to imitate Bruce
Lee, or face the alcohol related
consequences. SAE also has one
Sweetheart that represents the fra
ternity and coordinates activities
with the Little Friends.
Omega Phi Alpha has the
"Little Sis'" program, which works
similar to Archania's. They have a
formalized rush events that help
in weeding out the one's that don't
deserve the glorious title. The girls
who receive a bid are usually the
ones that hang around the most.
Pi Kappa Alpha has decided to
start their own program. Women
who join PKA are called "Dia
monds," and their leader is the
"Dream Girl." Now diamonds can
be a guy's best friend.
Phi Delta Theta, on the other

hand, has no such program be
cause their aim is to not single out
certain women. Instead, all are
welcome.
Fraternities try to balance the
level of testosterone in their house
by means of persuading girls to be
a part of their house. So we ask,
what is the point?
Perhaps in the fraternity's eyes,
there are certain requirements that
need to be met in order to join.
Obviously, the rushee must be a
female and of course she should
be good-looking, or at least half
way decent to look at. But what
about personality, scholarship,
activities and leadership? Aren't
these qualities that women want
to be judged on?
Women have worked hard to
achieve gender equality. One has
to wonder whether they are sell
ing themselves short. Are frater
nities making new friends or are
they perpetuating the worst ste
reotypes of fraternities and giving
ammunition to anti-Greeks?

Letters t o t h e Editor

Soccer Coach: Editorial unfair
To The Pacifican:

*tcen%1 was presented with
d artic^e by several of
hv^i
y p ayers. They were very upset
U.Sec^ ^at their school
)anpr
h

>n us fn

'

as they

Put

it;

'"riP

he im r n° reason-" I was under
ne , pression that we are all trybramc promote our current pro
ems, not tear them down.
)eon]p^derstand that many
sport bmo/10* understand our
sVe are dn^1S changing rapidly.
0 build n
everything we can
legative rUr program and every
StePbackw°aSrnt takCS US °ne

toplav[rM-K^ers a.re very excited
stadium and we are
filing •
3e°Ple ne?„!pProximately 350
ve might h!me' Wlth your help
fi°re hni- •
Puhed in a few
instead of seeing the

positive side and supporting us,
you decided to denounce us.
Being uninformed has never
been an excuse for putting some
one or something down, it is a rea
son to ask questions and to learn.
The Pacifican opinion editor
has apparently never had the op
portunity to learn this, and that
surprises me considering the fact
that you are one of Joe
Wortmann's players, a fifth year
senior, and a writer for our school
paper. The way I see things, you
have a lot of growing up to do and
unfortunately it looks like it will
be at other peoples' expense. Our
players deserve some kind of an
apology, and I hope you are ma
ture enough to be able to under
stand why.
Keith Coleman
Women's Soccer Coach

The Pacifican
September 26, 1996
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Editor's Response: The com
ment in question, "We're happy
to see that there'll be festivities
instead of women's soccer at
Stagg, which we feared for quite
some time," was poorly stated. It
was not intended to "rip on" the
women's soccer team. The editoral
staff meant to question what
events were going to be held in the
stadium. We support the soccer
team and are glad to see them in
the stadium; however we also feel
that there should be additional
events taking place there.
The weekly editorial represents
the views of the majority of the
editorial staff and was not the
opinion of just one person.

Top Ten worst
things you've
seen at UOP
10. That people still
don't know what
COPA is.
9. First issue of this
semester's Pacifican.
8. A three-story fra
ternity house with
nobody living in it.
7. Grace Covell's
interior decoration.
6. UOP's tuition
increase.
5. The empty foot
ball stadium.
4. Fraternity mem
bers riding around
campus in a fire
truck.
3. Men's Bid Day
brawls.
2. Dormitory bath
room sinks clogged
with vomit.
1. Driving by walking
freshmen on the
way to Guidi's on
Thursday night.
Compiled by:
Deanna Stephenson
and Max Cherry
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Letters to the Editor

Once again, a son of UOP 'Best experience of life
Dear Editor,
Several months have passed since our
fight to save intercollegiate football at Uni
versity of the Pacific. As fall approaches, I
found it appropriate to send some final
thoughts to all of you.
I have relocated to Birmingham, Ala.,
and am out of football altogether. These past
few months away from Stockton have given
me a chance to step back and look at UOP
from a different perspective. I want to relay

During our fight to
save football, we
were convinced our
solution was the only
viable one. We were
wrong.
to all of you that it is my sincere belief that
the board of regents and President Don
DeRosa are putting forth their best efforts
to keep the university on a successful path
for the future.
During our fight to save football, we were
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convinced our solution was the only viable
one. We were wrong.
I presume that with every different situ
ation in our lives, we learn a little some
thing for the next journey we take. During
that time when so many of us fought to keep
football alive, I learned a valuable a lesson.
Timing is so essential. It was neither the
appropriate time nor setting to fight for this
cause. In the midst of my dismay, I made
some emotional statements regarding my
loyalty to UOP that I would formally like to
withdraw. I never will abandon UOP nor
those who are part of the UOP family.
I still believe in my heart that football
has a place at UOP. I know many of you
feel the same. I encourage you to keep the
"faith." When the time is right, we some
day again will enjoy those crisp, fall after
noons at Amos Alonzo Stagg Memorial Sta
dium watching our Tigers go to battle with
all the spirit that surrounds college athlet
ics. I believe in the leadership at UOP, and I
support them 100 percent. Finally, to all of
you who fought so hard with us to save foot
ball, ...you have my love and respect for
ever.
Go, Tigers.
Nick Sellers
Birmingham, Al.

Dear President DeRosa,
My name is Jerry Weichman. I
was a place kicker on the football
team from 1994 through the 1995
season. Upon the decision to drop the
football program, I reluctantly de
cided to transfer to Portland State.
Since then? 1 have decided to return
to U.O.P. and am currently enrolled
for the 1996 fall semester.
I am writing to you because with
all the criticism and hostility that the
Board of Regents and you have re
ceived since the decision was made,
I have realized that no one truly
wrote a non-aggressive letter from the
heart about what it was like to be a
U.O.P. Tiger football player. I recently
received a letter from Athletic Direc
tor Bob Lee which stated that he was
pleased that so many players decided
to continue to play football, and that
if desired, could petition to come
back and graduate from Pacific. It was
not his letter, but rather the letter
head which brought back specific
feelings which prompted me to write
this letter to you.
Playing football at U.O.P. was the
best experience of my entire life. The

BAUN STUDENT FITNESS CENTER
$ !
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See Football page

STOCKTON, CA 95207

WW STUDY ABROAD
ZIMBABWE

Aerobics Is

endless practices, everyone with
common goal of success, traveling),
the Oregon and Nebraska games, an t>a:
most importantly, the combinatloi
of good-natured student-athlett gt<
brought our team as tight as any teat 51
in the country. When the prograi til
was dropped, not only did I loosen th
love in life, but I also lost a family
100 individuals that were there for ®w!
at any given moment, as I was thei
for them. I miss it all terribly.
U.O.P. is a very special institution h<
Small classes, wonderful professors,
powerful degree, and a beautiful Iv
league campus all combine to creati
a wonderful feeling. I never realize
how good I had it being a student am
a football player at this university,
am now completely torn between m
love for U.O.P. and my love for foot
ball. Before I transferred to Portlani
State, I joined a fraternity on campui p
and was involved in many organiza
tions, such as Greek council whirl
enabled me to meet different peopk
and make many solid and close relationships. This, combined with ho«
I feel about U.O.P. prompted me

1465 WEST MARCH LANE

(209) 952-7286 • 95-BRAVO

With
Membership
M
•

%ft
:•

Come Try Our New Stairmaster
Bikes and Climbers!
Membership Fee: $45/semester -or- $85/school year

Come and Prevent that Freshman 15
From Becoming 20!
New Weight Room Hours: M-R: 7:00-10:00 am
F; 7:00 am-7:30 pm
3: 9:00 am-5pm

ENGLAND
ITALY
HONG KONG
SPAIN
FRANCE

\>

Coursework,
internships & more
Business programs in 3
countries
Placement in foreign
universities
Generous grants &
academic scholarships

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY • 119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170 • 1-800-235-3472
DIPA@suadmin.syr.edu
http://sumweb.syr.edu/dipa
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education funds

King Matures

T enty years from now, Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein will hardly be a

the screen of history; but millions of our children and grandchilwill still be burdened by the fact that they got a shameful excuse for
e" oling" in tarpaper shacks, school gymnasiums and hallways, church
ments and even broom closets in 1996.
^mbi I The children of the post-World War II baby boom generation, of immiot-atiJjnts and fertile minorities this year add up to a record surpassing the
\ million school kids of 25 years ago, and they strain almost tragically
ie projJe faCiiities provided by a myopically stingy society that now questions
e need and value of public education. Nether Saddam Hussein nor any
2 farr'::lther foreigner is as likely to cripple America as much as the politicians
^refcL„are now saying:
* We won't pay for schooling for any children of immigrants who
[aven't become U.S. citizens.
* We won't pay to try to educate blacks and others of low-IQ who
t think are fundamentally "uneducatable."
* We won't pay to raise the salaries of unionized teachers who tend
support "liberal" and "left-wing" politicians.
* We will take tax dollars from public schools and give vouchers to
Iversiloor parents to send their children to private schools.
This city, the nation's capital, is an embarrassing example of the way
lerica now gives short shrift to education for the masses. Because a fed:al judge ruled two weeks ago that six local public schools were not safe
lysically, students were transferred to makeshift facilities in churches,
illeges and other places. Wherever students were here, there were short
ies of teachers, books, computers and the most basic of supplies.
No foe in Iraq or anyplace else could imperil American kids as much as
ie politicians who push the idea that vouchers for a few poor kids to
ttend private schools will produce educational liberation for the millions
if kids now mired in poverty and neglect.
The reality is that private schools cannot and will not take more than a
•°ken of poor white, black, Hispanic and other children. Vouchers will not
iake any meaningful change in the fact that the "underclass" kids of
erica are getting short shrift in education. And every dollar taken away
m public schools means more educational deprivation for more
underclass" children.
I cringe every time I read how much we pay for one cruise missile (at
least one million dollars each) and what my local teacher gets per year. Are
ve really this much more interested in "taking care" of the Saddam Husseins
f tke world than we are in taking g care of our children?
We are rich enough to do both, but we let the politicians warp our
to the point that we have our priorities turned upside down. So
invest fortunes in "smart weapons" and pennies in "dumb kids." And
ecome less secure every day of this crazy process.
1 make no Pun when I ask, "WHEN WILL WE LEARN?"
lp

cuiors
NOW OPEN!

Pizza & pub
PIZZA • RAVIOLIS

MirD~SANDW,CHES

DOMESTIC BEERS
DARTS • 3 TVS

CR0 &

.

i

LUNCH or DINNER
WE DELIVER !!!

I JUST FAX YOUR ORDER &
WE'LL BRING IT TO YOU
NEED A MENU?
WE'LL FAX YOU ONE!
FAX # 472-7326
I
I

UOP Football

continued from page 12
give up my career in football and
come back to U.O.R where I have the
ideal "college experience."
Despite my happiness about re
turning to U.O.R, I am constantly
reminded about what it was like play
ing football every where I go.
Whether its going by the athletic of
fice formally occupied by Coach
Shelton and our other mentors, go
ing by the practice fields where it
seemed like we lived, going by the
stadium where we would run through
the smoke and give high fives to the
tiger on Saturdays, or even running
into an old teammate on campus. It
all hurts so much. You will never
know what it is like to run into a
wandering teammate on campus and
to see in each other's eyes that empty;
that what was and what could have
been feeling without even speaking.
It is a feeling that I would not wish
on anyone.
I know of no other sport that
unites, exhilarates, and captivates so
may people across the country. 1
would love for the individuals
younger than myself to know this
feeling and the feeling of being a stu
dent at U.O.P. I knew this feeling and
I miss it more than words can express.
Many people have criticized us for

not giving to the community, stating
that this was the reason the commu
nity did not give to us in such ways
as attendance. I really do not know if
this was a major factor in dropping
the program or not. I do know that
dropping to a division two or three
level would substantially reduce the
projected costs to run a football pro
gram.
I have trouble seeing how money
troubles could re-occur with institut
ing this type of program. My main
point is this: I have two years until I
graduate and have three years of re
maining eligibility. I am willing to do
or try anything that would enable me
to play at least one more season as a
U.O.P. Tiger before I graduate. There
are many other remaining football
players who are definitely willing to
help you and the Board of Regents,
as am I, in the restructuring of a lower
division football program.
I will never be able to completely
convey to you, nor anyone else, what
an unbelievable experience playing
U.O.P. football truly was. I hope this
letter helped. I would greatly appre
ciate a response to this letter.
With great hope and optimism,
Jerry Weichman
Place kicker and student-athlete

MEXICO
CITY
HAPPY HOURS ARE: _
Monday thru Friday - 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
(209)478-6290
2124 Grand Canal Blvd. #4 Stockton. CA 95207
Across from the Hilton entrance
,
Catering Available

$14?

Tokyo
Hong Kong
Banglcok'
Costa Rica
Guatemala
(VM
SW, FMHSSTO
M

4137 North El Dorado
Stockton, California 95206
(209) 465-6048
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WB CM

A

KiiCt -VWI.
WHS Oft PFCi
KXTTF, $>$4$. XKXJKS ZM OCSMMON «
of*****
OWXTI HC VRTCW to
6CM»«Mr*. C!S» 1 G0a0&>53

Council
National Reservation Center

The Personal Touch
• Embroidery
• Screenprinting
• Fraternity Lettering

Your
Garments
or ours

1-800-2-COUNCIL
0 ••800-226-8624)

httpdAvwtc.ciee.org/traveLhtm

EUROPASS FROM $210
E U R A I L P A S S E S
AVAILABLE BY PHONE!

Specializing in Garment Lettering of All Types

GUIDES
UOP SPECIALS

I SMALL; 1 TOP $6.99
I MEDIUM; 1 TOP $7.99
472-0783
I LARGE; 1 TOP $8.99
J PACIFIC AVENUE I X-LARGE; 1 TOP $9.99
SUN-THURS 10AM TO 10 PM • FRI-SAT 10AM TO 12AM

$265
$308
$348
$249
$249
MVHA* F*« TO NOT

*
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1
.
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SATURDAY • OCTOBER 26,1996 • 11 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
AMOS ALONZO STAGG MEMORIAL STADIUM
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

ARTS A CRAFTS• FOSD • INTERACTIVE EXHIBITS
UNIVERSITY DEMONSTRATIONS • KIDS ACTIVITIES

"MAJOR ENTERTAINMENT

; pacifican

Erin Lewis
A&E Editor
946-2115
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bile Berry stars as Josie Potenza, and Peter Greene stars as Cole, a stranger to whom she confides a wish that comes back to haunt her, in "Tire Rich Man's Wife."

fow'e review

The Rich Man's Wife': The bored man's cinematic masterpiece
3SHUA POWELL
Qc'fican staff writer

hat hS ? Sa^f bet that making a movie
alii ?vback t0 an old masterpiece
ban ihSS fJlan masterful performers is
Rich vr
i*® accePt this as true then
s
Am f" Wife" is a really bad idea,
lentil ,olden Jones' latest film is
istsrnw ai0nly in its mediocrity. Her
Inderpnt n unc°mfortably naughty
erv MnH ,r°Posa1/' evolved into a
f
may have someting tn a
Vith
the
fact that' with
hoposal %v!
f Redfnrn f ,was working with Robre verv cr
Woody Harrelson, who
°sed to Ha°lfpan What they do' as op"
ry and Clive °wen'ho aren't
Th
1
antlv Cf4if°riV rev°Wes around the bla5errv) wlChcockian Phght of Josie
co.n.hdes in a stranger
h°ut her
^ and • ,lcuhies with a hard-drinkranger r
husband. This
psvch'nn? eJ°wen)' hirns out to be
>sie's hnhu
killer who murders
°nevhv f and '•boo tries to extort
Unfn'rt amin8 her for the deed,
lived f "nately tor everyone ina'n Dint Pecially the audience) the
Point of the film, the mur

I

der, doesn't take place for about 40
minutes. This severely cramps the style
of the resulting "Strangers on a Train"
excitement.
With only an hour to work out the
heart of the story, Berry is forced to
keep up high-pitched emotion the en
tire time and doesn't prove to be up to
such a task.
Clive Owen is overblown from the
very beginning as the villain. I don't
seem to remember Mr. Owen's previ
ous efforts but, after this particular ven
ture, I'm rather thankful for that.
Instead of playing his role with the
cool, calm manner that can be so chill
ing in the hands of a Kevin Spacey,
Owen tries very hard to be a complete
nutcase. This not only makes for poor
acting but the scene in which Cole sup
posedly gets Josie to confide in him is
completely unbelievable since every
one in the world can tell that Cole is
rabid.
As the oppressed wife, Berry man
ages to keep us attached to her charac
ter, which is no small feat. Her only
capable costar, Chris McDonald as her
husband, dies a third of the way
through the film and leaves her flail
ing with Mr. Owen.

Though Berry doesn't have the
strength or the time to save the movie
from itself, she does manage to have a
few genuine moments on screen.
Within the five or six seconds she's
given to show the pain of losing her
husband, she forces the audience to
truly feel for her and her loss. Then
McDonald literally fades off the screen
and so does the film.
Holden Jones' "Proposal" managed
to mix the worlds of love and money
with wonderful results. Here she tries
the potion again by saying that Josie
married her TV executive husband for
his money. As the police close in on
Josie as suspect number one, that be
comes her motive.
The script isn't particularly strong
and falls even faster in the hands of
some of the cast. Of particular pain is
the fact that the entire movie is a flash
back being related to the cops by Josie.
As if forcing Hitchcock to turn over
in his grave wasn't enough, the movie
eventually ends up being a shameless
rip-off of a recent Kevin Spacey film.
Keep an eye out for it. Holden Jones
also tries to excite a race issue with
Josie's pseudo-O.J. situation but then
drops the subplot without any devel

opment.
The brightest point in the film is
McDonald as Josie's husband. Fresh
from his role as the delightful villain
in "Happy Gilmore," where he was also
the brightest point, McDonald allows
his role to be unlovable but also shows
him struggling to be more and improve
his marriage.
The scene of his murder eventually
goes overboard but, until the end, he
saves the scene with the honesty and
emotion of a man fighting for his life.
Then his character and the rest of the
movie die together.
Every moment in the film that has
any power is a result of McDonald's
skill. The role was supposed to go to
Daniel Baldwin, which would have
made the movie a truly epic disaster.
As a whole, even the most ardent
fan of Halle Berry shouldn't venture
out to see "Rich Man's Wife." For those
who must see to believe, keep your eyes
on McDonald and off Owen. Also,
watch for a wonderfully quirky perfor
mance from Clea Lewis.
Otherwise, turn on two TV's, one
playing*"Strangers on a Train," pne
playing "The Usual Suspects," and
you'll get the idea.
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Thursday September 26

ON CAMPUS
McCaffrey Center Movie:
"The Usual Suspects,"
8 pr
at the McCaffrey Center Theatf
General Admission is $3, $1.50f,
seniors and children under r
Free to UOP students with a valj
sticker. See description in th
Campus Movie Review section.

ON CAMPUS

I

I
I

McCaffrey Center Movie:
"The Usual Suspects,"
8 p.m.
at the McCaffrey Center Theater.
General Admission is $3, $1.50 for
seniors and children under 12.
Free to UOP students with a valid
sticker. See description in the
Campus Movie Review section.

U.N. W omen's Confer ence:
One Y ear Later , 9:30 a.m. to
p.m. Weber Hall. $10 include
continental breakfast, lunch am
materials. Hillary Rodhat
Clinton and other importan
women will address the nation a
this teleconference via satellite
Register in advance as seating::
limited. For more information.

8th Annual Car eer Fair , 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. On Campus. Open
to the put
jblic. Free admission.
Men's Water Polo: UOP vs.
U.C. Berkeley , 3:30 p.m. Chris
Kjeldsen pool. Call 946-2UOP for
more information.
Book Signing and lecture by
Valentin Ber ezhkov , 4 p.m. to
7 p.m. at the Recital Half Free
admission.

OFF CAMPUS
The Caliban , 9 p.m. at the Black
water Cafe. $7 cover charge.

Cross Countr y Invitational:
UOP vs. U.C. Davis , 9 a.m
Davis.

OFF CAMPUS

I

Natural Gar dening W orkshop, 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. 6331
E. Waterloo Road, Stockton. Learn
to garden from instructor Ray
I.edesma. Hosted by Jubilee Farm,
a project of the Emergency Food
Bank of Stockton.

Friday September 27
ON CAMPUS

CIP/MECHA Reception , 4 p.m.
to 8 p.m. President's room.
McCaffrey
ey Center Movie:
"The Usual Suspects,"
8 p.m.
at the McCaffrey Center Theater.
General Admission is $3, $1.50 for
seniors and children under 12.
Free to UOP students with a valid
sticker. See description in the
Campus Movie Review section.
OFF CAMPUS

Faculty Ar tist Recital , 8 p.m.
Shima Gallery, San Joaquin Delta
College, Stockton. $5.
Huey Lewis & the News,
8
p.m. Concord Pavilion. $22.50 $27.50. Tickets available through

Take a trip to Great America on Sunday, September 29, for only $12, courtesy of
Upbeat. Sign up at the ASUOP office in advance.

Bass ticket outlets.
The Infamous They , a modern
groove band, 9 p.m. at the Blackwater Cafe. $4 cover charge.
Folk dance by the Pacifica
Folk Dancers , 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
George Wilson Hall.
Soccer: UOP vs. W eber
State , 2:30 p.m. Ogden, Utah.
For more information call 9462UOP.
Women's V olleyball: UOP vs.

r

HOLIDAY

We want to be part

of your daily grind...

PLAZA CINEMA

5757 PACIFIC AVE.

^

41 YEARS of QUALITY

478-5965

BARGAIN MATINEES DAILY ALL SEATS $3.75 UNTIL 6 PM

r
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t
R
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PP1-SUN (1200,220.4 50)715.935

L0NESTAR
(NR) DAILY: 2:30,7:15

SAN FEUP?
CRILL

STOCKTON'S ONLY
Drive-Thru Espresso
featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley's Best

R
*

FRL-SUN (100.4.00)7.05,9-45

1
We onnlyuse
Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and
pork . Their feed is a sweet granola of corn and
grains... The Old-fashioned way

• World's First Oyster Burrtto • Fresh Fish Tacos
PG13

Phone Orders: (209) 952-6261
4601 Pacific Ave.
(one block south of March Lane)

srnnnEGR.LI.-PG,3

D»LY (3.00,7,0

SNEAK PREVIEW: THAT THING YOU DO
SAT. 978 AT 7:30 PTL
SHOWTIMES ARE GOOD FOR 9/27/96-10/3/96

'• Frnriii.H
r . m .s h °Lemonade
S '" J •*Came
" *Asada
*5*2?
(grilled steak) • Carnitas (roast pork)

DOUBLE FEATURE
0,510
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Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved from the Bone

"Stocktons Best"
Rotisserie Turkey
"The Real Thing"
with Fresh Herbs

R

FBTSUN (1215.245. 5 20) 7.40. 10 05

FRTSUN (12.45. 4 05) 7.00, 9:50
SAT (12.45.4 05)940

'Monnys"

• C

EMMA
(PG) DAILY: 12:15,5:00,9:45

(PG13, DAILY: 1:15, 5:15,9:15

KAZAAM

i

Rotisserie Chicken

lUOPl

bring in this ad for HALF OFF on your
next Mocha or Latte!

CincmaCnf"Eliterpru-e.*

J

. (11 30. 2.05.4 45) 725.1(700
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6202 WEST LAKE 955-5860
MATMM M <)

Stockton'# Coffeehouse
912 N. Yosemlte St.
Stockton. CA 95203
(209)943-6936

Women's V olleyball: UOP vs.
California State University
Fuller ton, 7 p.m. Fullerton. Fo
more information call 946-2U01

Saturday September 28

(PG) DAILY: 3:15,7:15

FJU-SUN (1205,2 30. 500)7 20. 825
MON-T14UR (2 JO. 5 00) 7 20 FI 25

B LACKWATER C AFE

U.C. Ir vine, 7 p.m. Irvine.

Men's Water Polo: UOP vs.
Long Beach State University
3:30 p.m.. Chris Kjeldsen poo
Call 946-2UOP for more inform;
tion.

A

We accept
ATM, VISA, Discover & MasterCard

FRESH . NATURAL • NO LARD

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven <

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips
Fish Sandwich
on Sourdough

Freshly Steamed
Artichokes
Salads
"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

ATM, VT&i Discover & MtzsterCard
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8 p.m.
ine Amphitheatre, Mounlysis'.$27.50.
Lnna&Blackhawk,

•\n<jay September 29
. r\MPUS
fid Hockey: UOP vs. U.C.
fnta Barbara,
1 p.m.
Lkside Field. For more informa[in call 946-2UOP.

•en's Water Polo: UOP vs.
lanford, noon. Chris Kjeldsen
For more information call
[o-2UOP.
FF CAMPUS

Jreat America T

rip, sponsored
lefl Upbeat. Depart Burns Tower at
I;iO a.m. Cost is $12 per person.
|gn up in advance at the ASUOP
fice. For more information conGina at 946-2233.

ter national Food Fair , 11
Pvim. to 4 p.m. Stockton Civic Auity Itorium, 525 N. Center St., Stocknpln. Benefits Stockton Shelter for
ittfii' Homeless.
|eld Hockey: UOP vs. U.C.
anta Barbara , 1 p.m.
Jrookside Field.
'•occer: UOP vs. W
eber
late, in Ogden, Utah. For more
fiformation call 946-2UOP.
[len s Water Polo: UOP vs.
pnford , noon. Chris Kjeldsen

londay September 30
FF CAMPUS
P?
Marathon, all day.
Fkton Golf & Country Club. To
f°r a worthy cause.
yesday October 1

N CAMPUS
& Mpha Theta Blood
j
10:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Corn<

The Infamous They will play at the Blackwater Cafe Friday September 27 at 9 p.m.
mon Room, Refreshments pro
vided.
Greek Council Meeting , 8 p.m.
McCaffrey Center Conference
Room.

Senior Center, Scenic Drive and
Bodem St., Modesto. $5 members;
$8 non-members. Call Francis
Costello at 544-6564 for more in
formation.

Wednesday October 2

Upcoming Northern California
Concerts

No events scheduled.

Gladys Knight with Eddie
and Gerald Lever t, October 5,
Paramount Theatre, Oakland.

Upcoming Events
Pacific' s Fall Festival,
10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. October 26 at Stagg Me
morial Stadium. "A new look for
homecoming and a new tradition
for the campus and the commu
nity." Sponsored by Upbeat.
UBABDA Ballroom Dance, in
cluding one-hour dance lesson, 6
p.m. to 10 p.m. October 6, at the

Qcihcan

staff writer

er S"HSeptember 28' 1996' the Geniththp'r5 1 ro8ranT in conjunction
ie Stah 311 f°aquin Commission on
be u \ u Women, will jointly host
nee tn m ° ' follow-up conferWorld Conference on
oman
n
m Beijing.
e conference will broadcast live
n

5

m
e
ns

via satellite, includes speakers Hillary
Clinton and Donna Shalala and will
discuss women's issues.
The program at UOP, which be
gins at 9:30 a.m., includes a general
meeting with Mayor of Stockton Joan
Darrah. Separate discussion groups
will address local issues including:
health and wellness, choice, welfare
reform, ballot issue 209, violence
against women, economic equality,
peace, and women in political office.

G3, October 11, Concord Pavil
ion, Concord.
Ween , October 12, Paramount
Theatre, Oakland.
(All Concert tickets are available
at Bass Ticket Outlet locations or
by calling 226-2277.)

Beck, October 9, Warfield, San
Francisco.
Better Than Ezra , October 9,
Fillmore, San Francisco.
Jimmy Buffett , October 9,
Shoreline Ampitheatre, Mountain
View.-

'•N. Women's Conference: 1 year later
S?«R1EA ler
Mil

Alan Parsons Project
, Octo
ber 9, Warfield, San Francisco.

The two-hour national telecon
ference will be broadcast from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. followed by the break
out groups.
Cost is $10 per person and $25
per organization. The fee includes
continental breakfast, lunch and pro
gram materials. Registration is
strongly recommended as there is
limited seating. Contact Professor
Schleier, Gender Studies Coordinator,
for further information at 946-3101.

On-Campus
Movie Reviews
"The Usual Suspects" 8 p.m.
September 26-29. Featuring
Stephen
Baldwin, Chazz
Palmintieri and Kevin Pollak, this
intriguing crime story unravels
into a deliciously engrossing
story. Gramercy Pictures. Rated
R. 105 minutes.
"Batman" 8 p.m. Batman's ca
reer as "The Caped Crusader
begins as he is challenged by the
villainous Joker. Michael Keaton,
Jack Nicholson. Warner Brothers.
Rated PG-13.126 minutes; 1989.
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Sports

Susie Berg
Sports Editor
946-2115

New uses for Stagg Stadium studied
Football? We don't need no stinking football!
CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican staff writer
As the sun sets behind UOP's Amos
Alonzo Stagg Stadium a lone jogger
trots past rows of dilapidated seats.
Until this year, those seats were filled
every Saturday in the fall with exuber
ant football fans.
With the cancellation of UOP's
football program, one of the many
questions facing the Athletic Depart
ment is what to do with the aging,
white football stadium. Department
staff members, campus leaders and stu
dents have various opinions of the
stadium's best use, and the Athletic De
partment has already taken steps to fill
the venue with a wide range of events.
Acting Athletic Director Cindy
Spiro said the stadium was used fre
quently over the summer by drum and
bugle core band revues, as well as the
Central Valley Hydra professional soc
cer team.
Local high schools, as well as the
California Interscholastic Federation,
are holding football playoffs and cham
pionship games at Stagg Stadium. Stagg
High School will play its homecoming
game there on October 11.

UOP's own Fall Festival
will be held in the stadium
on Saturday, October 26.
The University continues to
use the stadium for UOP sports, but this
year it is the women's soccer team that
takes the field for home games. Spiro
said by charging admission to these
games, the department has "been able
to generate some revenue."
This season's soccer games
have brought between $200 and $400
each. That revenue, along with contri
butions from the Quarterback Club, a
former funcfraising arm for the football
team, have enabled the Athletic Depart
ment to make some repairs to the sag-

CAMPUS REP
WANTED
ViSn sailer n cortege Tia-kelmq
<s seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
stuoent tor me oosi'ion a! campus rep.
No saes rtvc vea Place advertising on
SuiieM Soards tot companies such as
American Express and Microsoft
G-eat part-time jot earnings Choose
your own hours: 4-8 hours per wees
•foured Cat
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Meda Corp
4012rd Avenue West Seattle WA 98119

1800) H7-24J4 Ext 4444

if:

it
nior Josh Highland.
Most respondents cited con-|js
h
certs as the most logical choice.
Upbeat Social Events Programme:
Claudene Phillip agreed that the sta
dium would be an ideal concert venue^
but said a lack of student interest may!!
foil concert plans.
"I'd definitely like to see con ;*
certs held in the stadium, but genera:
apathy on campus seems to plague ev
ery thing we do," Phillip said. She cited]
1994's poorly-attended Toad The Wet
Sprocket concert, which drew only
1500 people to the 6,000-seat Spam
Center on a holiday weekend.

:

Stagg Memorial Stadium sits empty on weekends due to the loss of football.
ging stadium.
"The middle sections have a
yearly review of maintenance required
to assure safety standards," Spiro said.
But, she said, the south end zone area,
which is currently cordoned off, "needs
to be addressed."
Jim Degone, the Athletic
Department's ticket manager and asso
ciate director of marketing and events,
said the department is concerned with
some of the seating areas and that there
are long-term renovation needs. But
with the exception of the end zone
area, the stadium is still safe, he said.
"At this point the stadium is
functinal, and we're going to... begin
soliciting outside organizations to
come in and utilize our facilities," he
said.
Staff and students have of
fered some novel ideas for use of the
stadium. They include everything
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AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOOD

DINE IN & TAKE OUT
3202 PACIFIC Ave.
STOCKTON, CA 95204
ON* BLOCK SOUTH OP ALPIN* AV*.
Won • SAT
PI'^VWTTTl
11:00 AM - 9:30 PM hiikiiiUlM

from a roller blade rink and track and
field events to dirt bike rallies and
monster truck shows.
Some of the more creative
ideas involve using the bowl as a con
tainer of large amounts of food.
"I'm thinking something with
popcorn, but I'm not sure what," said
Rhonda Greene, a sophomore.
Another suggestion concerned
containment of large numbers of
people. Junior Jessica Nicholson said,
"They could move all the Greek houses
into the stadium and lock it!"
"I think they should turn it
into a giant water ski amusement
park or, use it for concerts," said se-

Still, both Degone and Spiro feel
Stagg Stadium, which seats 28,000 am
is the only major stadium between Sac
ramento and Fresno, can at least break]
even on large concerts.
"We feel that the stadium:
would be an excellent venue for con-1
certs," Degone said. He said that host
ing major concerts "is do-able, but it
all comes down to working with re
spected promoters... that have a
proven track record at attracting audi ]
ences and that have the right kind of
artists that will be performing."
For now, Stagg Stadium is op
erational but it maintains a lower pro
file than it did in football days. In be
tween the soccer games and band re
vues, afternoon joggers use the steps
and ramps for running. Acknowledg
ing the stadium's popularity with jog
gers, Spiro laughed.
"It's the only hill in Stockton,
she said.

TO THE LADIES OF KAPPA ALPHA THETA FOR THEIR
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS IN EARNING A G.P.A. ABOVE 3.0
Cathy Bayha
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Courtney Davis
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Stephanie Kurkjian
Kristine Oase
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Jennifer Schutz
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Ann Barlow
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Alyssa Boynton

Laura Cairns
Sacha Caldemeyer
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Jen Dineen
Allison Huber
Adelle Infante
Ceci Jorrltsma
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Kim Offner
Natalie Potesta
Becky Purdy
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Connie Stansfield
Shelley Wright

Michelle Amaral
Jen Pinkham
Shana Roark
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Denise Attard
Jenelle Bentley
Susie Berg
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Igers lose a close one to #1
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UCLA

BAZELEY
con staff writer

the second quarter with a two-point
goal from junior Luther Wiedner. For
two quarters UOP and UCLA traded
goals. With less than two minutes left
in the game UCLA center forward
Corbin Graham scored to give his
team an 8-5 lead, but a two-point goal
from senior Ryan Price put the Tigers
back in the game.
The Tigers played hard in the last
minute and generated good opportu
nities but weren't able to close the
deal. The Tigers fell to the Bruins 87.
"I thought we played a great
game," said coach John Tanner, we
just need to convert more of our good
scoring opportunities, but for this
point in the season we are playing
fine."
The players however, were not as

perfect day for water polo,
was shining and the crowd
ingwith energy. The stage
. for the Tigers to knock off #1
'UCLA.
hen the starting whistle blew
gers attacked the Bruins with
v and determination. But when
1 buzzer sounded they found
-elves trailing the defending
. champions by a goal, bowing
as a

ad Schumacher opened the
j for UOP with a goal from the
cter position mid-way through
rst quarter. UCLA answered
ly with a power-play goal at the
end.
ie Bruins opened up a lead in

optimistic about the loss. "People
think losing to the #1 team by only
one goal is a positive thing," said
starter Daniel Satchkov, but we still
lost and that's not acceptable."

His sentiments were
echoed by teammate Brian
Bayse. "I hate losing,"
remarked Bayse. "I doesn't
matter who you lose to—it
always hurts."
This loss marks the second time
in the less than two weeks that UOP
has lost to a top ranked team by a
one goal margin. On September 14
the Tigers lost to #3 ranked Califor
nia in double overtime.
Currently the Tigers are ranked

#6 in the nation—a position they
must improve on if they want a shot
at qualifying for the NCAA Champi
onships.
"We continue to tease ourselves
with glimpses of our potential," said
captain Antony Cullwick. "We've
shown we have plenty of ability on
this team, but we have to finish.
Great teams win close games. If we
want to realize our goals at the end
of the season we have to win the close
ones."
The men have another big week
end ahead of them this week with
three home games. The Tigers will
take on #3 ranked Cal on Thursday
at 3:30, #8 ranked Long Beach State
on Saturday at noon, and #5 ranked
Stanford on Sunday at noon.

'Hockey

igers get defensive/ split games
DALGETY

iican staff writer
he UOP field hockey team only
aged to split a pair of home
last weekend at Brookside
but the team's defense showed
?ndous signs of improvement,
aturday afternoon, Pacific set a
n-low for shots on goal allowed
Ming Stanford to 10 shots on
The Cardinals, however, were
'We to defeat the Tigers, 2-0, in
•orPac Conference game,
acific was unable to register a
°n goal in the first half of play,
me back in the second half to
°°t Stanford 4-1 over the final
m the losing effort. Tiruii
eeper Sandy Jones accumurjes„and held the Cardinals
ror m <
C Conference) score; he final 53 minutes of the

Aggies, 1-0, in an exhibition game.
Jennifer Clanton scored the only goal
of the game as the Tigers' offense tal
lied 12 shots on goal while the de
fense prevented the Aggies from at
tempting a single shot on goal.
Though exhibition games do
not count as official games for the Ti
gers, the experience is invaluable.
"Exhibition games give everyone
a chance to play. They allow us to be
able to switch positions, and that in
creases our depth," said Head Coach
Carla Konet.
Konet also was pleased with
the strides made by the Tigers' de
fense over the weekend.
"Our defense is much more
stable. Sweeper Karey Knowles turned
in a pair of consistent performances,
as well as Lisa Pallari. Our goalkeep
ers have also done an excellent job,"
she said.
Offensively, the Tigers have hac

J?cific to°k its defensive
bon hv ehStep hnfher Sunday af*~L2Lshutting out thpiir n,.n.
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I salon products & services I
I for all-UOP students I
WEBERSTOWN MALL (209) 957-9995

and added speed to our attack, but it
must get better. We're practicing our
passing game, and we're very capable
of attacking. We're improving every
week," she said.
The Tigers (0-3, 0-2 NorPac) host
UC Santa Barbara Sunday afternoon
at 1:00a p.m. in an exhibition game
at Brookside Field.

Valley Brewing
Company
:

UOP NIGHT

• Every Thursday 7:00-11:00
* Live Music 8:00 to 11:00
no cover charge

* UOP Discounts 7:00 to 11:00
$5.50 Pitchers
Food Specials
Bring College ID.

* Open 7 days a week
Mon-Thurs 11:30 to 11:00
Fri-Sat 11:30 to 12:00

* Sunday Champagne Brunch
10:00 to 2:00

157 W. Adams
948-ALES

Haninger

U°N" MANAGER

sufficient opportunities to score, but
ahave struggled to put the ball in the
net. Konet believes it is only a matter
of time, however, until the Tigers tally
more goals.
"We're emphasizing scoring in
practice and we're getting more op
portunities in games, but we must fin
ish plays with proper execution", she
said.
"Our stickwork has improved

Just off Pacific Ave on the Miracle Mile,
Behind Baskin Robbins
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January Term runsiom
Monday, Jan. 6 through Frid
Jan, 24.
Times and dates of cou

For more information,
talk to your Student Advisor

